Advanced Analytics Quick Start

Know your business completely. To remain competitive, you need to have a 360° view of your customers, business model, and operations.

Leverage your complex data with *data science* to deploy platforms, bots, and analytics to unleash actionable and valuable insights. Take the next giant leap in your data and analytics maturity.

To accelerate your growth in advanced analytics, we are offering a **Advanced Analytics Quick Start**. For $15,000 you will get a solution in just 2 weeks that can include the following services and support:

- Data science readiness assessment
- Understanding of data science uses for your organization
- Advanced analytics model for at least one model use case
- Build a proof-of-concept advanced analytics solution
- Mentor your data science or IT team on data science solution development
- Mentor your analysts and SMEs on creation, usage and analysis of use cases and analytical models
- 2-3 compelling dashboards across all devices
- Roadmap for future data science maturity

### Align Intelligence and Strategy with Advanced Analytics:

- Know your customer with a 360° view
- Unlock hidden trends, patterns and exceptions
- Understand statistical significance of insights to impact business outcomes
- Powerful data visualizations not available with traditional BI
- Identify hidden business opportunities for improvement
- Reduce time and effort of reporting to find insights
- Understand your brand’s social sentiment
- Maximize your operational capacity
- Transform to a data-driven culture

Contact Nihilent to learn more about Advanced Analytics Quick Start
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